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Abstract: The planning of interventions aimed at preserving the built heritage of inner areas is a
complex process due to the fragility of these contexts. It should stem from adequate knowledge to
support the recognition of qualities, resources, and potentials, and the reinterpretation of residual
values. From the perspective of an axiological approach to the built heritage, it is possible to foster
the resemantization of such values based on a rigorous cognitive model. This research proposed a
cognitive model of the built heritage of the historic neighbourhood of Granfonte in Leonforte (Enna).
The knowledge model, developed in Excel, has a hierarchical type of structure characterized by
domain, classes, properties, and the attribution of values to properties. The approach makes it possible
to execute queries that arise from specific relationships between classes. In this study, we developed
both simple queries to measure the percentages of certain characteristics of the building units and
complex queries for the estimation of aggregate indices to define the degree of transformation and
loss of integrity ITI and degradation ID of the building units or to identify those most exposed to
the risk of ruination and contagion. The proposed model can be framed within the framework of
ontologies supporting structured heritage knowledge.

Keywords: axiological approach; heritage resemantization; built heritage conservation; ontology-
based model; knowledge model; query models; index of transformation and loss of integrity; building
decay index

1. Introduction

The issue of historical centres has been debated extensively over the last century, but
several recent studies highlight the need to review and deepen the topic also in relation
to the new and more accelerated processes of change in the life of cities and the current
dynamics that appear to have changed somewhat since the last century [1,2]. Despite
the recognised importance of the historical areas of our cities within a well-established
culture, a multitude of phenomena threaten their survival. Among these, depopulation
represents “the most visible element” [3] (p. 8). The issue is worth considering from
within the framework of the recent renewed attention to the territorial specificities and
heterogeneities [4] within which the marginalised conditions of many historic centres
are placed.

Thus, the problem of their abandonment and decay is inevitably linked to the complex
issue of inland areas: if, above all, the processes of tertiarization and gentrification threaten
the centres with a leading economic role or strong tourist attractiveness, the progressive
decline due to the state of underutilisation and the general loss of attractiveness of the
oldest part is widespread in disadvantaged territorial and urban contexts affected by an
economic and demographic crisis.

The need to return to the subject of historical centres and update knowledge of them
with a new reflection on the current situation appears to be emerging. In fact, despite
the flowering of studies on the theme of inland areas stimulated in Italy by the National
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Strategy of Inner Areas, [5], the state of knowledge on the level of involvement of the
historic urban heritage and the dynamics at the scale of the built environment remains
fragmentary and lacking [6].

The identification of development strategies to strengthen marginal and weak economies
is part of EU structural policies aimed at enhancing economic, social, and territorial co-
hesion [7]. In the Italian experience, these actions have so far provided for the activation
of 72 internal areas and others in the process of being activated [8]. They address the
identification of a new mix of functions and activities, the strengthening of infrastructures,
and the identification of specific funding to implement these transformations. Italian
policies are thus in line with the most recent European orientations. In this regard, the
example of France is also significant, where the last decade has witnessed a proliferation of
national programmes aimed at lifting territorial imbalances [9,10] effectively described by
the expression “diagonale du vide” [11].

Some lines of research emphasise the need to structure an accurate system of knowl-
edge of current dynamics and to take action to safeguard historic centres through the
drafting of preventive and risk mitigation tools and to respond to critical issues [3,12].

The question invokes two orders of complexity. The first appears closely connected to
the nature of the object of investigation. As a part of the city, the historical centre is a living
organism, a unique and even multiple and varied system, declinable on several scales and
examinable under several aspects. By its very nature and tradition, the study of the histori-
cal centre represents a crossroads of a multiplicity of knowledge and competencies. This
recognition implies a multi-scalar study approach and an unavoidable multi-perspective
and multi-disciplinary openness on the topic [13].

The intrinsic complexity of the historic city increases with the processes of aban-
donment and decay. Therefore, the second order of complexity is related to the loss of
inhabitants and the effects this causes on the built environment.

The difficulty of taking a census of the dynamics at work on a territorial scale, quantify-
ing the extent of the phenomenon of abandonment and the level of involvement of historic
areas, and assessing the concrete effects on heritage is well established [14]. The abandon-
ment of historical centres is a complex and multiform phenomenon, not easily measurable
because it involves a system of relational values between individuals, communities, and
places [15].

In its partial manifestation, abandonment has considerable problematic aspects [16].
The planning interventions on a local scale to support the development of the identified

strategies should first and foremost promote the revival of local economies. But this should
also protect the identity and culture of contexts [17–20] that, in some cases, appear exposed
to the risk of uncontrolled or summarily assessed transformations. In the face of an
emergency decline, such actions could permanently distort the nature of these places. The
need to intervene does not mean intervening at all costs, but it does mean reinterpreting
the residual values of these contexts in new and more modern ways [21].

Within the framework of the epistemology of complexity, the historical centres—including
those in inland areas—represent open complex systems. As such, they can become dis-
sipative structures, i.e., identified in a thermodynamic perspective, proposed by Elia
Prigogine [22,23]. According to Rizzo [24], these structures, if crossed by a flow of matter,
energy, and information, can find a new neg-entropic order, which is the only one capable
of promoting a reconversion of the entropic process to which the heritage in these areas
is subject.

The flow of information can activate that new order capable of creating new value
for the historical centres of inland areas. The process of identifying this information flow
capable of activating this mechanism must “in(form)” the historical centre: in other words,
it must be capable of giving it a new shape. The flow can give a new form if the information
flows from structured knowledge developed from an axiological perspective capable of
grasping the current state of values and supporting their re-interpretation [25].
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The cognitive model must be able to provide a set of information that can support a
planning model hinged on the peculiar values of these complex organisms such as historic
centres [26–36]. The programming process of interventions in this perspective is not just
a forecast of interventions but can be identified as the way to make the most of these
contexts with actions that spring from their values or dis-values, according to a path of
resemantization [37,38].

Initiating a process of resemantization concerning the linguistic nature of the architec-
tural phenomenon is tantamount to detecting and interpreting the meaning of the words
or individual elements that characterise the built heritage and the set of words or phrases
that represent the individual heritage units or urban aggregates. This process, regarding
the grammatical nature of the evaluation of project quality, can be identified on the basis
of Bloomfield’s American structuralism [39]. According to this thinking, grammar is how
forms endowed with meaning, that is, semantic elements or signs, are arranged. If free,
these give rise to syntactic constructions (syntagmas, propositions, and utterances) and are
based on the function of the elements regardless of their form; if bound, they give rise to
morphological constructions and depend on the form of the elements and their aptitude
to change.

In this perspective, semantic elements or signs can be considered free when they are
capable of having meaning irrespective of context, while they are bound when they take
meaning from the context by modifying themselves to fit and join the other elements that
constitute it [40]. Regarding this latter meaning, we must seek the meaning of intervention
programming. Nevertheless, in the perspective of programming actions aimed at the
protection, conservation, and valorisation of historical centres [41–48]—and especially
those falling in marginal areas—the semantic elements are free and bound. In this regard,
a trans-disciplinary approach stemming from the integration of several disciplines such
as “Restoration” and “Real estate Appraisal and Evaluation” can support the process of
resemanticizing the built heritage of historic centres. The former primarily addresses free
meanings and the latter constrained meanings, but overall, both can work to integrate the
dual nature of such signs.

Structured knowledge developed from an integrated disciplinary perspective can
support the development of such a process.

To this end, this research proposes a cognitive model, developed in Excel, of the
built heritage of the historic centres on the verge of abandonment in internal instrumental
areas to promote this process of instrumental resemantization for the programming of the
interventions identified in the context of the strategies for the specific areas. In particular,
the research proposes an initial experimentation of the cognitive model of the built heritage
of the historic district of Granfonte in Leonforte (Enna).

The paper is organized into the following sections:

• Section 2 illustrates the state of the art in the framework of new knowledge and
evaluation methodologies of the built heritage;

• Section 3 describes the application area of the model: the case study of the Granfonte
Neighbourhood in Leonforte in the Sicilian hinterland;

• Section 4 illustrates the methodology adopted;
• Section 5 presents the model and reports the first results of the queries;
• Section 6 explains the significance of the findings and their implications for the field of

knowledge and gives suggestions for future work;
• Section 7 summarizes the main research findings.

2. New Perspectives in Heritage Knowledge and Valuation

In line with the most recent theoretical developments, knowledge is to be understood
as a process aimed not only at the realisation of a quality project, but in a broader vision, has
decisive role for management, updating, and monitoring. These phases are now recognised
as being of considerable importance in the framework of actions to protect historical
centres [49–54]. Dealing with the complexity of a historical city centre implies a necessary
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preliminary reflection on the tools and approaches to knowledge, with the requirement
of multi-scalarity—the ability to grasp the relationships between the individual building
units and the urban organism—and the management of significant quantities of data
and information.

The topic intersects with the opportunities of IT tools and digital methods in the
conservation process, from the documentation and cataloguing phase to applications in the
project and building site context [55]. The most recent experiences reaffirm “the positive
and driving role” [6] (p. 9) that IT tools can play for protection and enhancement. In the
field of restoration, recent strands of research tend to elaborate methodologies aimed at
structuring the processes of documentation and knowledge, supporting the acquisition,
standardisation, and management of data, and evaluating the possibilities of interaction
and interoperability between different software, systems, and databases.

The subject of digitisation is related to the definition and use of ontologies, which
enable the conceptualisation of a domain. The structure of the ontology is based on entities,
which represent objects and concepts, which in turn are defined by specific properties and
relations with other entities [56–71]. The construction of a conceptual model also poses the
problem of knowledge representation through semantic formalisation and the definition
of shared vocabularies. As appropriately pointed out, conservation-oriented experiments
have highlighted the difficulties of defining and translating the complex reality of existing
heritage on a semantic and metalinguistic level.

In the field of cultural heritage, the formal ontology called the CIDOC Conceptual
Reference Model (CRM), developed by the International Council of Museums to support
the process of documenting and exchanging information on cultural heritage, has emerged
as a reference in the international arena [72].

Moving into the field of architectural heritage, the need to extend the applicability
of modelling to the conservation of historical architecture has led to the definition of an
ontology-based model [73] aimed at formalising all stages of the knowledge process.

These more specific applications also explore the possibilities of implementation in
a digital environment to interface not only with GIS systems, but especially the BIM
environment [74–78]; however, the use of these applications in the field of restoration
remains problematic [79].

The difficulties lie in the unique character of historical architecture and the complex
approach that is required to investigate it: the intention to adapt the existing process to a
standardisation process runs the risk of simplifications and reductive visions of the reality
and resources of historical architecture [80].

As part of the latest developments for the built heritage, recent research conducted
by the Institute for Construction Technology (CNR) is aimed at defining an ontology to
support the conservation process of the architecture of minor historic centres, to apply the
formalisation of a model to BIM systems [49].

Finally, in the broad framework of experiences oriented to the digital transaction
for protection, the new Risk Map of the Italian Ministry of Culture for historical centres
deserves special attention, as it allowed the already existing territorial information system
to become enriched with new functions, which are necessary to structure the knowledge of
historical centres at different scales [81].

Since the first experiments, the Risk Map system has responded to the primary ob-
jective of “defining the risk of loss to which heritage is subject” [82] (p. 65). The recent
elaborations support the process of cataloguing and managing historic centres by providing
a significant contribution not only concerning digitisation aimed at sustaining the conser-
vation activities of the built heritage but also encouraging the dissemination of information
technology in local administrations [6]. The result offered is undoubtedly considerable
as it responds to the need—which has now become urgent and impressionable—to build
an information base of the widespread heritage to support its knowledge and protection;
however, this system is not yet directly aimed at the operational phase through the planning
of possible interventions.
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The use of IT tools can support the conservation of declining centres for managing
complex phenomena and defining appropriate courses of action. Nevertheless, it is worth
emphasising that the organisation of such tools “is not a neutral act of a strictly engineering
nature but is determined based on the establishment of a precise hierarchy of values” [83]
(p. 1543).

Since data are never neutral, such instruments supporting cognitive processes need
to be fully understood and consciously governed. In the field of conservation, the man-
agement of data can have tangible repercussions on the entire process, from knowledge to
interpretation to concrete intervention in the built environment.

In the literature, the issue of evaluating the built heritage of historic centres concerns
studies aimed at identifying actions for their conservation, [84–90] reuse [91–105], the
assessment of their vulnerability, and the integration of measures to reduce their seismic
risk [106–127].

3. The Case Study: The Granfonte Neighbourhood in Leonforte

Our research applies the model to a small historical centre located in the inland areas of
the Sicilian region. With its condition of insularity and the massive migratory phenomena
that have affected it throughout history, Sicily represents a context of great interest for
exploring the phenomenon of the abandonment of historical areas.

The chosen case study is the historic district of Granfonte in Leonforte, in the metropoli-
tan area of Enna. With a census population of 12,513 in 2021 [128], Leonforte falls within
the range of the region’s small to medium-sized municipalities. Referring back to the
classification recently proposed in the national context on the types of dynamics at work in
Italy’s historic centres, [3] Leonforte can be traced back to the case of small and medium-
sized cities in crisis that have a historic centre in the process of being abandoned. The
inexorable demographic haemorrhage that has affected the city since the Second World
War represents a condition common to a good part of inland Sicily between the provinces
of Enna, Agrigento, and Caltanissetta, and caused by the crisis of the rural economy of
the hinterland [129]. In the case of Leonforte, this process, combined with other factors
related to political choices [130], has had significant repercussions on the fate of the historic
area. In this context, the Granfonte neighbourhood, corresponding to the oldest built-up
urban area, has undergone a progressive process of marginalisation. Despite its strong
heritage and landscape values, today this neighbourhood is perceived as a discarded place
and is affected by a worrying condition of decay due to the increasing abandonment of the
ancient dwellings.

Preliminary Studies

The study of the Granfonte district is part of a broader research project included
in the departmental project ‘Conservation of settlements and sites of cultural interest
between abandonment and overcrowding’, led by the scientists Caterina Carocci and Maria
Rosaria Vitale.

Following an initial reconnaissance of bibliographic, cartographic, and photographic
sources, the fieldwork and the expeditious survey phases made it possible to develop
the knowledge of the Granfonte neighbourhood. The reading aimed at highlighting the
urban and building characteristics and was conducted at the urban scale of the building
aggregate and the buildings. This preliminary study made it possible to define the map
of the neighbourhood, and to identify the aggregates and building units that compose the
building fabric [131].

Thus, it was possible to deepen the study of the main building types, the aggregative
modalities linked to urban morphology, and the local constructive technique.

The Granfonte neighbourhood represents the oldest built-up urban area and extends
along the southern edge of the town, on the slopes of Mount Cernigliere. The preliminary
study of the historical maps showed how the urban plot had overall preserved its 19th-
century aspect, probably not significantly different from that of the first settlement. The
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small-sized historical fabric and the essentiality of the buildings’ functional configuration
highlight the vernacular character of the settlement [132]. Indeed, the building is based on
the principles of optimising available space and resources using local materials.

The typical traditional architecture therefore presents rather modest characters and
simple volumes that are the result of the local building culture.

A peculiar characteristic of the Granfonte neighbourhood derives from the exploitation
of the orographic conditions: the buildings are built on banks of rock outcrops following an
arrangement of the aggregates generally parallel to the contour lines. The presence of the
rock thus conditions the characterisation of the building type, the construction solutions,
and the overall layout of the buildings. The typological study showed the extent to which
the built environment is always strongly related to the natural slope. This has therefore
made it possible to identify the two main building types: the on-slope type, and the type
with an external staircase (profferlo) [131,133].

The first field surveys immediately revealed the neighbourhood’s state of decay and
abandonment (Figure 1). Through a closer reading of the historical fabric, a rather di-
versified picture of the state of use and preservation of the built environment emerged.
In fact, in the neighbourhood, there are buildings in good condition and still inhabited,
abandoned buildings, and others in a state of ruin [16]. Moreover, while some buildings
have retained the architectural qualities ascribable to a configuration close to the origi-
nal, others have undergone heavier transformations that have sometimes distorted their
vernacular character.
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Figure 1. The view of the southern edge of the town shows the relationship with the orography
and the landscape. This photo also highlights the fragmented condition of the buildings’ state of
preservation and use.

These analyses have thus highlighted the relevance of the case study. Indeed, the neigh-
bourhood presents itself as a very fragmented and diverse urban context, characterised
by peculiar settlement conditions and affected by the contradictory effects of abandon-
ment. These conditions profile several challenges for the definition of a knowledge and
evaluation model.
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4. Methods

The definition of a cognitive model for the building heritage of the Granfonte neigh-
bourhood is part of a line of research developed in the field of restoration, in which the
Risk Map (RM), as a new system for the cataloguing and management of historic centres,
currently represents a best practice. Asset cataloguing is instrumental in establishing a
knowledge base to support more efficient management of protection and valorisation
processes. The proposal of a new cognitive model developed within the framework of two
disciplines, that of “Restoration” and that of “Real estate Appraisal and Evaluation”, starts
from the analysis of the Risk Map for Historical Centres and attempts to define information
support with strong operational potential, i.e., capable of being directly integrated into an
intervention planning model and a DSS.

Following the first phase of the study conducted with restoration methodologies
and aimed at highlighting the special characteristics of the Granfonte neighbourhood, the
model was elaborated with the help of the valuation approaches of real estate appraisal
and evaluation.

The methodology adopted consists of three phases (Figure 2):

• The construction of the model;
• The data collection model;
• The interrogation of the model.
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4.1. Model Structuring

We aim to define a multi-purpose tool, capable not only of describing and interpreting
the characteristics of the built heritage but also of proposing an initial assessment to support
future interventions.

The elaboration of the Risk Map system for historic town centres is based on a system-
atic filing at multiple levels. The aim is to fill a gap in the knowledge of Italy’s historical
centres, producing documentation on their characteristics and state of conservation and
transformation. A very interesting aspect of the map concerns the estimation of vulner-
ability and transformation indices, calculated based on complex algorithms, capable of
providing statistical and interpretative indicators of the actual condition of the built envi-
ronment. The Risk Map thus provides a significant contribution not only to the concrete
possibilities of a systematic census of historical centres, but also offers significant openings
to new ways of dealing with the issue of centres undergoing depopulation. However, since
the drawing up of the index card is intended to be used for the entirety of historic centres
and is independent of the phenomena affecting them, it seemed appropriate to reflect on
the possibility of an integration that would be able to consider the aspects linked to the
specificity and complexity of abandonment and the types of risks it may generate.

The design of our model followed a deductive method: this involves systematising
the results of the knowledge of the neighbourhood with the structure of the Risk Map
datasheets for the protection of historic centres, re-using some of the items in these sheets,
integrating others, and introducing new indicators to consider certain specificities of the
historic area under study.

In detail, the construction of the model was based on the consultation of the Field
Sheet of the Urban-Unit-Aggregate, the Urban-Unit-Pointly Building, and the Building
Front, together with the related Compilation Rules [134–136].

The sheet for the Building Unit had not yet been published at the time the model was
drawn up [137].

Integration with the Risk Map system and with further information is instrumental
for an in-depth characterisation of the built system.

The proposed cognitive model has a hierarchical structure, as shown in the Figure 3.
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To be able to become an operational tool, the model is aimed at providing a cognitive
input capable of detecting the peculiar characteristics of the i-th BUi building units of the
historic centre.

The structure of the model is hierarchical and consists of five levels. The first level
defines the domain or scope of the model—i.e., the analyses on the built heritage −Xi;
the second level represents the classes—i.e., the building components or characteristics
of the i-th BUi building units −Xij ; the third level represents the properties of the classes
−Xijk

; the fourth level further specifies the properties in a second level −Xijkα
, which in

some cases is instrumental in improving the information content on BUi; the fifth level is
instrumental in attributing value to the properties using a Score (1 − s ), a label (L ) or the
corresponding unit of measurement (UM).

The model proposed in this section was developed in a Microsoft Excel environ-
ment and is aimed at facilitating the creation of a model to support heritage protection
and enhancement.

4.2. Data Collection Model

The database to support the characterisation of the cognitive model for the built her-
itage of the historic neighbourhood of Granfonte is constructed on the basis of information
gathered through the reading of the historical fabric and site investigations, supported by
the comparison with documentary, cartographic, and photographic sources.

The compilation cross-references the critical reading of the historical cadastre of 1878
with current maps and aerial photographs.

Moreover, it is based both on cadastral plans and surveys, where they exist, and on
an expeditious analysis, mainly from the outside, which is systematic and extended to the
entire neighbourhood, for a total of 294 surveyed units.

For some units, the lack of documentary material on the internal characteristics re-
quired, where possible, the use of some hypothetical data, and in the most uncertain cases,
the extension of the compilation of some fields.

In detail, the sources consulted during the compilation consisted of the materials
listed below:

• Historical cadastre of 1878 [138];
• Basic planimetry of the neighbourhood drawn up by the Restoration Research Unit of

the University of Catania, based on expeditious and topographic surveys [133];
• Cadastral plans of some building units [139];
• Surveys of some of the neighbourhood aggregates produced and refined during the

elaboration of a dissertation [140] and in the Restoration Laboratory courses at the
University of Catania, A.Y. 2021/2022, 2020/2021, 2021/2022, conducted by professors
Caterina Carocci, Chiara Circo, and Maria Rosaria Vitale;

• Recent studies on the urban and building characteristics of the district [133,141,142];
• Recent studies on the urban and building characteristics of the neighbourhood [16];
• Census of ruins and their state of decay in the neighbourhood [16];
• Data from direct observation of the built environment.

4.3. Query Model

The knowledge model identifies the basic information content related to the built
heritage of the Granfonte neighbourhood.

The cvs-format database of the properties from the classes and their evaluations can
be supported by using QGis for the creation of thematic maps, and thus can help to do the
spatial analysis of building units on an urban scale.

The knowledge model can be further queried based on specific queries that can extract
information on building units from the database.

Since queries identify specific relationships between property valuations from different
classes, different systems of properties and relationships can be analysed and identified,
and thus different queries can be developed.
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Queries can be simple instructions to calculate percentages of BUi with specific char-
acteristics to quantify the level of certain properties of particular interest. Queries can also
be complex if they are aimed at defining the relationship system between properties. The
latter may be developed based on specific statistical or multi-criteria analyses. They may
be processed in the database Excel file itself or with the aid of specific software, the results
of which are used to develop database queries.

Simple queries can be represented by relations of the following type (Equation (1)):

No.BUi with S ( Xijk
)/total No.BUi (1)

This query represents the number of BUi with a given Score (S) for a property (Xijk )
compared to the total number of BUi.

Complex queries may allow an aggregate index to be estimated to measure the state
of decay of buildings—IDi . Furthermore, in relation to the contradictory co-presence of
abandonment and transformation phenomena detected in the neighbourhood—a condition
detectable in other declining contexts [143]—the possibility of estimating the degree of
transformation and loss of integrity in order to highlight the permanent and authentic
features, the peculiarities, and the historical–architectural qualities of the built environment
is of interest. In this regard, a query could estimate an aggregate index of transformation
and loss of integrity—ITIi . Other queries may be developed to characterise specific phe-
nomena, which in most cases are the result of statistical analyses, for example a multivariate
regression model or a PCA (Principal Component Analysis).

The properties and relationship system for estimating an aggregate index to measure
the decay and transformation state of BUi can be formalised based on the following process:

• Identification of the properties Xijk from the class Xij for aggregate index estimation
IDi or ITIi ;

• Estimation of an aggregate index based on Equation (2) [21]:

IDi , ITIi = ∑k
i=1 wijxij (2)

where xij represents the values of the j-th property of the i-th BUi, and wij represents
the relative weights.

The weight system wij was identified using the Entropy Weight Method (EWM) [144].

• Aggregate index normalisation;
• Estimation of aggregate index quartiles;
• Classification of BUi based on aggregate index quartiles.

The results of all queries can be exported from Excel in cvs format and thus, with the
help of QGis, can be used to generate spatial thematic maps.

5. Results

The experimentation on the case study of the Granfonte neighbourhood in Leonforte
made it possible to define a model for the knowledge and evaluation of the built heritage.
The structure of the model and the first results derived from the interrogation of the
compiled database are presented below.

The presentation of the results is structured according to the methodological approach
and the organisation of the model. The results are organised in two subsections: the first
one presents the model and describes its entire structure; the second one shows the results
related to the query of the model.

5.1. Model Presentation

From a methodological point of view, the study attempts to coordinate the descriptive
level with the interpretative and evaluative one, aimed at the attribution of value judgments
concerning the recognition of historical–architectural and cultural values. The model thus
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represents a multi-purpose tool capable not only of systematising knowledge about the his-
toric district but also of interpreting the results and orienting the decision-making phase by
supporting future planning at the urban scale. In this sense, it is an inter-scalar tool, capable
of acting as an intermediate address between urban planning and architectural design.

The structure of the model as defined above is hierarchical (Appendix A shows the
complete hierarchy). This structure is characterised by five levels described below.

5.1.1. Analysis Domain

The first level identifies seven domains of analysis that relate both to the general con-
figuration of the building and to its architectural and construction characteristics, namely:
X1—identification data and geolocation, X2—typological analysis, X3—dimensional anal-
ysis, X4—building use analysis, X5—accessibility analysis, X6—building front analysis,
X7—building components analysis, X8—finishes and fixtures analysis, and X9—interior
typological characteristics analysis (Figure 4).
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5.1.2. Classes

The second level identifies the classes that characterise the analysis domain, i.e., build-
ing components Xij or building characteristics Xijk

, as shown in the Figure 4, namely:
X11—identification data and geolocation, X21—typological characteristics, X31—building
dimensions, X41—use, X51—accessibility, X61—facade layout, X71—elevation walls, X72—
floors, X73—internal vertical connections, X74—roofs, X75—openings, X76—protruding
volumes/elements, X81—exterior cladding and finishes, X82—facade and openings decora-
tion, X83—external fixtures, X91—historical furnishings, and X92—internal partitions.

5.1.3. Properties

The third level identifies the properties of building component classes and building
characteristics:

• For the class X11—identification data and geolocation, we selected the following proper-
ties: X111—identification BUi—building unit, X112—identification BAt—building aggre-
gate, X113—cadastral identification—parcel number, X114—longitude and X115—latitude.

• For the class X21—typological characteristics, we selected the following properties:
X211—period of construction, X212—building type, X213 − BUi layout related to the
aggregate, X214— BUi, layout related to the slope proportions, X215 − BUi position
related to the slope, and X216—ground level junction. These properties consider the
settlement characteristics that, in the case of the Granfonte district, are always strongly
interrelated with the orographic conditions. In fact, the coexistence of rock and built-
up areas form a constant in the settlement and a qualifying element of its architecture.
The natural gradient conditions the overall layout and distribution of the houses. Class
X21—typological characteristics also include the properties X217—plan changes and
X218—elevation changes. These properties make diachronic mutations explicit, i.e.,
the processes of mutation of the type [145]. These transformations can be detected
through direct observation or can be deduced through a comparative analysis between
the historical cadastre and the current situation. Consulting the cadastral plans, where
available, also made it possible to assess the level of transformation of the interior
layout. Also, part of this class are the properties X219—building replacement and
X21−10—ruination. The latter notes an ongoing process of ruination.

• For the class X31—building dimensions, we selected the following properties: X311—
front 1 width (main front), X312—front 2 width, X313—front 3 width, X314—front 4
width, X315—front 1 height, X316—front 2 height, X317—front 3 height, X318—front
4 height, X319—depth, X31−10—no. of floors (front 1), X31−11—no. of ground level
entrances (front 1), X31−12—no. of profferlo entrances (front 1), X31−13—surface area
(front 1), X31−14—no. of floors (front 2), X31−15—no. of ground level entrances (front
2), X31−16—no. of profferlo entrances (front 2), X31−17—surface area (front 2), X31−18—
no. of floors (front 3), X31−19—n. of ground level entrances (front 3), X31−20—no. of
profferlo entrances (front 3), X31−21—surface area (front 3), X31−22—no. of floors (front
4), X31−23—no. of ground level entrances (front 4), X31−24—no. of profferlo entrances
(front 4), X31−25—surface area (front 4), X31−26—no. of floors, X31−27—area per floor
(ground floor), X31−28—area per floor (first floor), X31−29—area per floor (second floor),
X31−30—other floors area, X31−31—height per floor (ground floor)X31−32—height per
floor (fist floor), X31−33—height per floor (second floor), X31−34—height per floor
(third floor), X31−35—other floors height, and X31−36—volume. These properties
describe the geometric–dimensional characteristics of the building unit. However, it
is worth dwelling on the properties relating to the accesses per front. In the study of
building typology, the characterisation of the accesses represents essential data. In
the case of the Granfonte district, in which the built-up area is characterised by its
close relationship with the natural slope, it is necessary to consider the fact that the
course of the terrain influences the arrangement of the house entrances. Houses are
frequently characterised by two different entrances, one on the uphill side and the
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other on the downhill side. In cases where the extent of the height difference and its
course prevents access, there is a profferlo to reach the first floor of the dwelling.

• For the class X41—use, we selected the following properties: X411—state of use,
X412—building occupancy (ground floor), X413—building occupancy (first floor),
X414—building occupancy (second floor), X415—building occupancy (third floor),
and X416—building occupancy (fourth floor).

• For the class X51—accessibility, we selected only one property X511—accessibility.
• For the class X61—facade layout, we selected the following properties relating to the

geometric–co-dimensional characteristics of openings on the building face: X611—no.
of windows front 1, X612—no. of doors front 1, X613—no. of garage/warehouse doors
front 1, X614—no. of small windows front 1, X165—no. of holes front 1, X616—no. of
windows front 2, X617—no. of doors front 2, X168—no. of garage/warehouse doors
front 2, X619—no. of small windows front 2, X61−10—no. of holes front 2, X61−11—no.
of windows front 3, X61−12—no. of doors front 3, X61−13—no. of garage/warehouse
doors front 3, X61−14—no. of small windows front 3, X61−15—no. of holes front
3, X61−16—no. of windows front 4, X61−17—no. of doors front 4, X61−18—no. of
garage/warehouse doors front 4, X61−19—no. of small windows front 4, X61−20—no.
of holes front 4, X61−21—windowed opening area front 1, X61−22—windowed open-
ing area front 2, X61−23—windowed opening area front 3, X61−24—windowed open-
ing area front 4, X61−25—window-to-wall ratio front 1, X61−26—window-to-wall
ratio front 2, X61−27—window-to-wall ratio front 3, X61−28—window-to-wall ratio
front 4, X61−29—opening arrangement front 1, X61−30—opening arrangement front 2,
X61−31—opening arrangement front 3, and X61−32—opening arrangement front 4.

• For the class X71—elevation walls, we selected the following properties: X711—load-
bearing masonry, X712—reinforced concrete masonry, X713—no. of load-bearing walls,
X714—no. of shared walls with contiguous BUi, X715—no. of floors contiguous to
ruins, and X716—level of contiguity to ruins. These properties define the traditional
construction and transformation system; they consider the type of interaction between
contiguous units and the possible contiguity to a ruin. In fact, the conspicuous pres-
ence of ruins in the neighbourhood has an impact on the aggregate by influencing
the behaviour of contiguous units. Class X71—elevation walls also includes conser-
vation properties according to types of degradation and instability that are taken
from the Risk Map sheets [49]. We therefore identified X717—surface degradation,
X718—masonry slackening, X719—non-structural cracks, X71−10—through-wall crack,
X71−11—out of plumb, X71−12—expelled wall surface (cornerstones, wall covers),
X71−13—material disintegration, X71−14—walls collapse, X71−15—wall refurbishment,
X71−16—cornerstone refurbishment, and X71−17—no. of demolished floors. It was
necessary to introduce this last property because of the numerous demolition actions
undertaken in the neighbourhood.

• For the class X72—floors, we selected properties for all detectable building systems
in the neighbourhood: X721—wooden floor, X722—metal floor (with girder-slabs),
X723— r einforced concrete floor, X724—wooden loft, X725—wooden mezzanine,
X726—reinforced concrete mezzanine, X727—metal mezzanine (with girder-slabs), and
X728—vault. Also included in class X72—floors are properties relating to constructional
vulnerabilities and the state of preservation of horizontal structures: X729—connection
to load-bearing walls, X72−10—floor deformations, X72−11—breaking of parts, and
X72−12—floor collapse.

• For the class X73—internal vertical connections, in analogy to the previous classes,
we selected the properties relating to vertical connection systems found in the neigh-
bourhood: X731—staircase in the barrel vault, X732—staircase in the barrel vault,
X733—steps carved into the rock, X734—concrete staircase, and X735—metal staircase.
To the same class belongs the property X736—staircase collapse, which reports on the
state of preservation.
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• For the class X74—roofs, concerning the two main building systems detectable in
the neighbourhood, we selected the following properties: X741—wooden roof and
X742—concrete roof. The following properties were identified regarding construction
vulnerabilities and the state of preservation: X743—ineffective connection to load-
bearing walls, X744—roof deformations, X745—breaking of parts/water infiltrations,
and X746—roof collapse.

• For the class X75—openings, with reference to the main construction systems for
closing the openings, we selected the following properties to characterise the con-
struction language, form, and state of preservation: X751—stone round-arched portal,
X752—stone round-arched portal–state, X753—stone round-arched portal with fanlight,
X754—stone round-arched portal with fanlight–state, X755—door with a wooden lintel
and stone jambs, X756—door with a wooden lintel and stone jambs–state, X757—door
with a wooden lintel and brick jambs, X758—door with a wooden lintel and brick
jambs–state, X759—door with a wooden lintel and ashlar stone jambs, X75−10—door
with a wooden lintel and ashlar stone jambs–state, X75−11—window with a wooden
lintel and stone jambs, X75−12—window with a wooden lintel and stone jambs–state,
X75−13—window with a wooden lintel and brick jambs, X75−14—window with a
wooden lintel and brick jambs–stat, X75−15—window with a wooden lintel and ashlar
stone jambs, X75−16—window with a wooden lintel and ashlar stone jambs–state,
X75−17—concrete door frame X75−18—concrete door frame–state, X75−19—concrete
window frame, and X75−20—concrete window frame–state. The properties X75−21—
reduced lintel, X75−22—wooden lintel efficacy, and X75−23—infill of openings, define
constructional vulnerabilities related to opening systems.

• For the class X76—protruding volumes/elements, we identified properties relating to
the building systems of structures and volumes in relief and their state of preservation:
X761—stone balcony–state, X762—metal balcony–state, X763—concrete balcony–state,
X764—balcony collapse, X765—chimney–state, X766—chimney collapse, X767—gutter–
state, and X768—gutter collapse.

• For the class X81—exterior cladding and finishes, we selected properties that refer
to the type of external cladding and its state of preservation. In the district, the
regularisation of the facings with traditional wall cladding [140] represents a recurring
mode that is part of the traditional construction technique. The identified properties are
as follows: X811—fair-faced masonry, X812—traditional plaster, X813—cement plaster,
X814—traditional wall cladding, X815—industrial wall cladding, and X816—surface
degradation.

• For the class X82—facade and openings decoration, we selected properties relating to
the presence of valuable stone elements or facades of architectural interest, together
with their state of conservation. The following are therefore identified: X821—stone
architraves, X822—stone architraves–state, X823—plaster architraves, X824—plaster
architraves–state, X825—moulded stone architraves, X826—moulded stone architraves–
state, X827—cement plaster architraves, X828—cement plaster architraves–state, X829—
stone quoins, X82−10—stone quoins–state, X82−11—stone corbels, X82−12—stone corbels–
state, X82−13—cornice moulding, X82−14—cornice moulding–state, and X82−15—surface
degradation of the decoration. The identification of these properties was based on
the entries in the building front field data sheet of the Risk Map [140]. A simplifica-
tion and declination with respect to certain specificities of the study area was then
deemed appropriate. In fact, the architectural features of the houses in the district
are rather essential and extremely simple. On the other hand, as noted by studies on
vernacular architecture, openings represent the only opportunity for decoration in
such dwellings [146].

• For the class X83—external fixtures, we selected properties relating to the materials
used in the window and door types and their state of transformation and preserva-
tion: X831—doors–wooden fixtures, X832—doors–wooden fixtures–state, X833—doors–
wooden fixtures, X834—doors–wooden fixtures–state, X835—doors–wooden fixtures,
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X836—doors–metal fixtures–state, X837—garage openings with metal shutters, X838—
garage openings with metal shutters–state, X839—windows–metal fixtures, X83−10—
windows–metal fixtures–state, X83−11—doors–pvc fixtures, X83−12—doors–pvc fixtures–
state, X83−13—windows–pvc fixtures, X83−14—Doors –pvc fixtures–state, and X83−15—
superficial degradation of exterior fixtures.

• For the class X91—historical furnishings, we selected properties related to the charac-
teristic supplies of the traditional organisation of houses in the neighbourhood and
their state of transformation: X911—oven/brazier, X912—oven/brazier–state, X913—
washstand, X914—washstand–state, X915—wall niche with shelves, X916—washstand–
state, X917—feed trough, and X918—feed trough–state.

• For the class X92—internal partition, we selected properties relating to the traditional
organisation of the interior layout of the dwellings: X921—alcove, X922—alcove–state,
X923—reed and plaster partitions, and X924—reed and plaster partitions– state. This
class also includes the properties X925—cave and X926—cave–state. The widespread
use of natural cavities is indeed a long-lasting phenomenon that characterises this
area [147]. They are often exploited as an integral part of the domestic environment
and thus belong to the building culture of the neighbourhood (Figure 5).

The fourth level specifies class properties through the identification of sub-property indi-
cators, i.e., second-level properties. They concern the properties of the class X21—typological
characteristics, and in particular the property X217—plan changes, which refer to the trans-
formation processes of the building fabric and changes in typology; they are detected
through a comparative analysis of the available sources.
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The selected properties are: X2171—historical unification (already recorded in the
1878 land register), X2172—contemporary unification (detectable from the comparative
analysis between the historical cadastre and the 2004 cadastre through direct observation),
X2173—partition (detectable from the comparative analysis between the historical cadastre
and the 2004 cadastre through direct observation), X2174—plan changes, and X2175—degree
of densification (detectable from the comparative analysis between the historical cadastre
and the current situation).

5.1.4. Attributing Values to Properties

The fifth level identifies the values to be assigned to the properties of the different
classes. Depending on the type of property, values are assigned on the basis of a score,
Score(1 − s)ijk (Sijk), a specific unit of measurement

(
UMijk

)
, an identifier

(
Iijk

)
, or a

label
(

Lijk

)
.

The perspective with which the scores for the different properties were selected is
that of recognising peculiar and original constituent characters, characters of permanence,
greater degrees of authenticity and integrity, and more recurring elements, in the presence
of which future actions are expected to be directed towards more rigorous conservation.
The numerical rating scale assigns a higher score to the best conservation conditions and to
those features that should absolutely be preserved and therefore deserve special attention
in the design phase.

• To the properties X111—identification, BUi—building unit, X112—identification BAt—
building aggregate, and X113—cadastral identification—parcel number, an identifier is
given (I).

• To the properties X114—longitude and X115—latitude, we assigned the relevant geo-
graphical coordinates (Long and Lat).

• To the property X211—period of construction, we assigned a score S211. The score
allocation for this property is based on the land register of 1878, which is the first
source on which the dating of building units is based. For later periods of construction,
the breakdown by epochs of construction as determined by the National Institute of
Statistics’ housing censuses (Buildings before 1878, 1918–1878, 1919–1945, 1946–1960,
1961–1970, 1971–1980, 1981–1990, 1991–2000, 2001–2005, post 2005) was taken as
reference. If the pre-1878 dating is based on the comparison with the historical cadastre,
the determination of the later periods is based on an external evaluation of the building
characteristics and architectural language. The score S211 varies in the range (1–10),
where the score values identify the following characterisations on property X211:
Score 1—pre-1878, Score 2—1918–1878, Score 3—1919–1945, Score 4—1946–1960, Score
5—1961–1970, Score 6—1971–1980, Score 7—1981–1990, Score 8—1991–2000, Score
9—2001–2005, and Score 10—post 2005.

• To the property X212—building type, the score S212 is given. The allocation of the
score for this property is based on the plan configuration of the building unit and the
modularity of the front. The building type—single cell indicates the presence of a room
with a quadrangular plan, which can also be characterised by a doubling in height or
multiple elevations. The building type—bicellular, on the other hand, derives, on the
planimetric level, from the doubling in depth. In the neighbourhood, this condition
is mainly attributable to the elevations that determine a planimetric configuration
with a quadrangular double room. Finally, the building type—pluricellular indicates
the most complex situations deriving from a more advanced stage of evolution of the
typological process involving the aggregation of several cells. The score S212 varies
in the range (1–3) where the score values identify the following characterisations on
property X212: Score 1—pluricellular, Score 2—bicellular and Score 3—single cell.

• To the property X213 − BUi layout related to the aggregate, we assigned a label L213h.
This property refers to the position of the building unit in relation to the aggregate:
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L2131—isolated building unit, L2132—corner building unit, L2133—head building unit,
L2134—interlocking building unit, and L2135—building unit with double frontage.

• To the property X214— BUi, layout related to the slope proportions, we assigned a label
L214h. In the district, the natural difference in height affects the settlement methods
and the layout of the houses. The building units are on a locally variable altitude jump,
usually between the two road paths, one upstream and the other downstream. The
size of the altitude jumps and its morphology, on which the configuration of the house
depends, therefore varies depending on the course and slope of the terrain. The houses
of the district therefore fall into the on-slope type, and, reproducing the classification
already found in similar settlements [148,149], it is possible to determine the size of
the slope distinguishing L2141—substantial slope (height difference greater than one
interplane), L2142—steep slope (height difference corresponding to an interplane), and
L2143—moderate slope (height difference less than one interplane) (Figure 6).

• To the property X215 − BUi position related to the slope, we assigned a label L215h.
By simplifying the nature of the height difference, it is possible to distinguish two
types of placements of the building unit with respect to the slope: L2151—parallel
position and L2152—perpendicular position. Typically, in the neighbourhood, the first
condition is the most recurring. Usually, the rocky difference in height is used as a
support for the two transverse walls, while the facade wall, with a run parallel to the
rock, serves as a closure to the room. There are situations in which the difference in
altitude develops following several main directions. In these cases, the entry refers to
the greater difference in height, which is usually used to economize the construction
of the house itself (Figure 7).

• To the property X216—ground level junction, the score S216 is given. This property,
which takes the voices of the field data sheets of the Risk Charter, describes the type
of attack on the ground, allowing the presence of emerging rock to be reported. In
the case of the Granfonte district, it was considered appropriate to distinguish the
lower and the higher outcrops, which can rise to the first level. The evaluation of the
S216 score is therefore attributed on the basis of a range (1–3) , in which the values
identify the following characterizations of the property: Score 1—finished ground
floor level, Score 2—on rocky outcrop (less high), and Score 3—on rocky outcrop
(higher). The coexistence of rock and built-up areas constitutes a qualifying element of
the architecture of the neighbourhood (Figure 8).
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Since the property X217—plan changes has been declined into a second level repre-
sented by the following sub-properties: X2171—historical unification, X2172—contemporary
unification, X2173—partition, X2174—plan changes, and X2175—degree of densification, then
for each sub-property the score evaluation range has been identified, as described below.

- The evaluation of the sub-property X2171—historical unification uses the score S2171,
to which we assigned a value in the range (1–4) . The values measure the extent of the
unification by differentiating total and partial unification. The values of the score there-
fore identify the following characterizations of the sub-properties: Score 1—partial
unification, the annexation to the dwelling of a room of the adjacent building unit;
Score 2—the building unit is fully involved in the unification process; Score 3—the cur-
rent configuration of the building unit derives from the unification of two contiguous
units, and Score 4—no unification.

- The evaluation of the sub-property X2172—contemporary unification uses the score
S2172, following the same criterion adopted for the evaluation on the sub-property
X2171—historical unification.

- The evaluation of the sub-property X2173—partition is related to the entity of the
transformation. We assigned the relative score S2173 to a value in the range (1–3)
in which the values identify the following characterizations of the sub-property:
Score 1—the building unit is the result of the division into two parts (50%), Score
2—fractionation affected a portion less than 20%, although this type of diachronic
mutation, which leads to the reduction of living space, is little widespread in the
neighbourhood, and Score 3—no fractionation is detected.

- The sub-property valuation X2174—plan changes is related to the level of transforma-
tion of the internal distribution structure. The relative score S2174 is attributed to a
value in the range (1–3), in which the values identify the following characterizations
of the sub-property: Score 1—significant changes, which defines the realization of a
new distribution system, Score 2—average changes, which includes small planimetric
alterations such as the separation of a compartment, and Score 3—small changes,
which includes minor transformations such as the juxtaposition of volumes on the
ground floor or overhanging.

- The sub-property valuation X2175—degree of densification quantifies the saturation
level of any relevant spaces through variation ranges. The relative score S2175 is
assigned a value in the interval (1–5), in which the values identify the following
characterizations of the sub-property: Score 1—complete saturation of the space of
relevance, Score 2—partial saturation of the space of relevance for a percentage of
more than 50%, Score 3—partial saturation of the space of relevance for a percentage
between 21 and 50%, Score 4—partial saturation of the space of relevance for a percent-
age between 5 and 20% and Score 5—minimum saturation of the space of relevance
for a percentage between 0 and 4%.

• The property X218—elevation changes completes the property X217—plan changes
and detects changes in elevation configuration. The valuation of this property is
related to the amount of processing. The criterion used to determine the range of
variation of the S218 depends on the degree of transformation and detects more and
more significant transformations, to which a progressively smaller score is attributed.
The identified transformation usually includes all the others that precede it and that
have a less invasive character. For example, substantial volumetric transformations
are usually associated with mutations in the internal distribution system, mainly due
to the relocation of the scale or the insertion of a mezzanine. The score S281 refers
to the range (1–6) according to the following characterizations of the sub-property:
Score 1—superelevation for a percentage between 60 and 100% (entire plane), Score
2—partial superelevation for a percentage between 60 and 100% of the floor, Score
3—partial superelevation for a percentage between 21 and 50%, Score 4—placement of
mezzanine/loft, Score 5—change to the shape/position of the ladder body, and Score
6—no elevation changes.
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• The property X219—building replacement refers to the entire unit and indicates the
presence or absence of a replacement. The property X219 is evaluated with reference
to the score S219, with a value in the interval (1–2) in which the values of the score
identify the following characterizations of the property X219: Score 1—the values of
the score identify the following characterizations of the property, and Score 2—no
building replacement.

• The property X21−10—ruination reports a possible ruination process in place. The
evaluations for this property take as reference the type of schema elaborated in another
phase of the research [16]. The interpretation of the state of ruination was based on
two thresholds of damage: in terms of the extent of the collapse of the roofs and the
bearing/perimeter walls. The score S21−10 is assigned a value in the range (1–7), in
which the values of the score identify the following characterizations of the prop-
erty X21−10: Score 1—collapse over 100% of the roof and 70% of the load-bearing
walls, Score 2—collapse over 100% of the roof and 51–70% of the load-bearing walls,
Score 3—collapse over 100% coverage and 21–50% of the load-bearing walls, Score
4—collapse over 100% of the roof and 20% of the load-bearing walls, Score 5—collapse
over 100% coverage without collapse of the load-bearing walls, Score 6—collapse over
50% coverage without collapse of the load-bearing walls, and Score 7—no collapse.

• The properties of class X31—building dimensions are all assessable in terms of units of
measurement, so this property is characterized as follows: UM31k—(m; s.m.; m3; no.).

• Property X411—state of use characterizes the state of use of the building unit according
to the methodology adopted in another phase of the research. In particular, we made
a distinction between empty and abandoned areas, following the criterion of discrimi-
nating the state of conservation: if in both cases the buildings are unused, the empty
category is attributed to the units still in good condition, while the abandoned category
is attributed to units with obvious signs of maintenance debt [150]. The S411 score
related to the condition of use varies in the range (1–4), in which the values of the score
identify the following characterizations of the property X411: Score 1—abandoned,
Score 2—empty, Score 3—different use than the original ground floor (partial use of the
unit, exploited not as a dwelling but for example as a warehouse), and Score 4—in use.

• Properties X412—building occupancy (ground floor), X413—building occupancy (first
floor), X414—building occupancy (second floor), X415—building occupancy (third
floor), and X416—building occupancy (fourth floor) are evaluated on the basis of scores
S412, S413, S414, S415, and S416, in which score values identify the following property
characterizations: S412− (1–4) : Score 1—warehouse use, Score 2—commercial use,
Score 3—office use, and Score 4—residential use; S413− (1–3): Score 1—commercial
use, Score 2—office use, and Score 3—residential use; S414− (1–2): Score 1—office use
and Score 2—residential use; S415−(1–2): Score 1– office use and Score 2—residential
use; S416− (1–2) : Score 1—office use and Score 2—residential use.

• The property X511—accessibility defines the level of accessibility of the building unit
on the basis of three parameters: proximity, the level of difficulty of the route, and
the distance from driveways. The valuation is therefore based on the position of the
building unit in relation to the fabric, according to a value linked to the level of acces-
sibility. The relative score S511 varies in the range (1–4), in which the values identify
the following characterizations of the property: Score 1—difficult: only reachable
by foot through a long section with steps or steep stairs, Score 2—medium difficult:
accessible by an internal path used by cars and very far from a main road driveway
and/or accessible by pedestrians using a short stretch of steps or steep stairs, Score
3—medium easy: accessible by an internal path used by cars not far from a main road
and/or on an internal pedestrian path almost close to a main road, and Score 4—easy:
accessible by the main road and/or near an area used as parking.

• The evaluation of the properties of class X61—facade layout depends on the geometrical–
dimensional characteristics of the openings on the building front expressed in terms
of units of measurement. A dimensional classification of the openings was carried
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out, which supported their classification in terms of doors, windows, small windows,
doors/doors–windows, garage/warehouse doors, and holes. For each type of open-
ing identified, therefore, standard dimensions were taken from the survey in the
neighbourhood (Figure 9).
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Based on these considerations, we propose the following classification:

- The properties X611—no. of windows front 1, X612—no. of doors front 1, X613—no.
of garage/warehouse doors front 1, X614—no. of small windows front 1, X165—no.
of holes front 1, X616—no. of windows front 2, X617—no. of doors front 2, X168—no.
of garage/warehouse doors front 2, X619—no. of small windows front 2, X61−10—no.
of holes front 2, X61−11—no. of windows front 3, X61−12—no. of doors front 3,
X61−13—no. of garage/warehouse doors front 3, X61−14—no. of small windows front
3, X61−15—no. of holes front 3, X61−16—no. of windows front 4, X61−17—no. of
doors front 4, X61−18—no. of garage/warehouse doors front 4, X61−19—no. of small
windows front 4, X61−20—no. of holes front 4, X61−21—windowed opening area front
1, X61−22—windowed opening area front 2, X61−23—windowed opening area front 3,
and X61−24—windowed opening area Front 4, are all assessable in terms of units of
measurement (no.; s.m.).

- To the properties X61−25—window-to-wall ratio front 1, X61−26—window-to-wall
ratio front 2, X61−27—window-to-wall ratio front 3, and X61−28—window-to-wall
ratio Front 4, the following scores are awarded, respectively: S61−25, S61−26, S61−27
and S61−28, for which, by analogy with the rules of the Risk Chart [137], a window-to-
wall ratio of more than 1:3 is considered relevant, allowing the setting of a range of
change in the score (1–3), in which Score 1—> 1/3 (relevant ratio) and score 2—< 1/3
(report not relevant).

- The properties X61−29—opening arrangement front 1, X61−30—opening arrangement
front 2, X61−31—opening arrangement front 3 and, X61−32—opening arrangement
front 1 refer to the position of openings for each elevation. For the assessment, it
was considered necessary to simplify the items presented in the field sheet Building
Front of the Risk Charter [136] to adapt them to the simple patterns of the building
fronts characteristic of the houses of the neighbourhood. The following scores are
assigned, respectively: S61−29, S61−30, S61−31, and S61−32, which consider the presence
of symmetries and alignments. Scores have a variation range of (1–4): Score 1—totally
irregular (no vertical and horizontal symmetries), Score 2—not aligned along vertical
axes, Score 3—aligned along vertical axes, and Score 4—regular (symmetrical and
aligned arrangement of openings).
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• The properties of class X71—elevation walls, in analogy to those established for plani-
metric and elevation changes, are evaluated in inverse proportion to their size; there-
fore, to the absence of transformations, which denotes the permanence of the original
construction systems, the highest value rating is assigned. The relative degree of trans-
formation is therefore evaluated with reference to a score (Sjk), while some properties
are evaluated with a specific unit of measurement (UMijk) .

• To the properties X711—load-bearing masonry and X712—reinforced concrete masonry,
which define the traditional construction system and the transformation system, we
respectively the scores S711 and S712, respectively. The scores S711 and S712, varying
in the range (1–4), in which the score values are identified in terms of the percentage
extension with respect to the entire component of the properties X711 and X712, are
related to the present systems: Score 1—0–20%, Score 2—21–50%, Score 3—over 50%,
and Score 4—100%.

• We evaluated the property X713—no. of load-bearing walls in terms of the number of
bearing walls, so it is characterized by UM713—(no.).

• We evaluated the property X714—no. of shared walls with contiguous BUi based on the
S714 that varies in the range (1–4), identifying the following property characterizations
X714: Score 1—three shared walls, Score 2—two shared walls, Score 3—one shared
wall, and Score 4—no shared wall.

• The properties X715—no. of floors contiguous to ruins and X716—level of contiguity
to ruins consider the presence of numerous ruins in the neighbourhood and their
impact on the aggregate. While the first property characterizes the behaviour of the
contiguous units in terms of the inter-floors that they prospect or that are contiguous
to a ruin, the second, combining with the previous property, is useful to measure the
percentage of exposed wall with respect to the total number of walls of all the fronts
of the analysed building. The assessment adopted takes as a reference the calculation
of the incidence of gaps in the aggregate that in theUrban Unit-Aggregate data sheet
of the Risk Map is expressed in equivalent plans, defined as the “average number
of existing floors in the building units that they prospect on the empty area” [137]
(p. 109).

• The property X715—no. of floors contiguous to ruins is estimated in terms of the num-
ber of contiguous inter-floors to ruins; hence, it is characterized by UM715—(no.). We
evaluated the property X716—level of contiguity to ruins on the basis of the score S716,
with values varying in the range (1–4) and identified the following characterizations
of the property X716: Score 1—100% of the exposed wall, Score 2—over 50% of the
exposed wall, Score 3—50–21% of the exposed wall, and Score 4 – no exposed wall.

• To the properties X717—surface degradation, X718—masonry slackening, X719—non-
structural cracks, X71−10—through-wall crack, X71−11—out of plumb, X71−12—expelled
wall surface (cornerstones, wall covers) and X71−13—material disintegration, which
characterize the state of preservation of the elevation walls, we attributed the follow-
ing scores: S717, S718, S719,S71−10, S71−11, S71−12, and S71−13; these scores express an
ordinal scale of increasing severity of conservation status. Their values vary in the
range (1–4): Score 1—severe, Score 2—average, Score 3—slight, and Score 4—absent.

• To the properties X71−14—walls collapse, X71−15—wall refurbishment, and X71−16—
cornerstone refurbishment, we attributed the following scores: S71−14, S71−15, and
and S71−16, which express the extent of the collapse or refurbishment. Their values
vary in the range (1–5): Score 1—over 70%, Score 2—51–70%, Score 3—50–21%, Score
4—1–20%, and Score 5—absent.

• The property X71−17—no. of demolished floors is valued in terms of the number
of demolished floors, so it is characterized by UM713—(no.). The evaluation of the
properties of class X72—floors is linked to the degree of transformation of the identified
construction system and the conservation status.

• To the properties X721—wooden floor, X722—metal floor (with girder-slabs), X723—reinforced
concrete floor, X724—wooden loft, X725—wooden mezzanine, X726—feinforced con-
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crete mezzanine, and X727—metal mezzanine (with girder-slabs) we attributed the
following scores, respectively: S721, S722, S723, S724, S725, S726, and S727; these scores
specify the condition of transformation according to a threefold original classification,
repair, remake, or replace, which partially incorporates the proposed classification in
the general structure of the Risk Map [81,137]. Scores S721, S722, S723, S724, S725, S726,
and S727 vary in range (1–3): Score 1—refurbishment or replacement, Score 2—repair,
and Score 3—original.

• We evaluated the property X728—vault on the basis of the S728 score that specifies the
transformation condition by varying in the range (1–2): Score 1—repair and Score
2—original.

• The property X729—connection to load-bearing walls is evaluated on the basis of the
S729 score that specifies the transformation condition by varying in the range (1–4):
Score 1—inefficient, Score 2—sufficiently efficient, Score 3—fairly efficient, and Score
4—efficient.

• We evaluated the properties X72−10—floor deformations and X72−11—breaking of
parts with S72−10 and S72−11 scores, to which a value in the range (1–4) is assigned:
Score 1 – severe, Score 2 – average, Score 3—small and Score 4—absent.

• We evaluated the property X72−12—floor collapse in terms of percentage extension
based on the S72−12 score, to which a value is attributed in the interval (1–5): Score
1—100% of the floor collapse; Score 2—over 50% of the floor collapse; Score 3—50–21%
of the floor collapse, Score 4—20–1% of the floor collapse, and Score 5—no collapse.

• The valuation of properties X731—staircase in the barrel vault, X732—staircase in
the barrel vault, X733—steps carved into the rock, X734—concrete staircase, and
X735—metal staircase depends on the transformation conditions based on the fol-
lowing scores: S731, S732, S733, S734, and S735, to which a value is assigned in the range
(1–3): Score 1—refurbishment or replacement, Score 2—repair, and Score 3—original.

• Property X736—staircase collapse is evaluated on the basis of the S736 score, which ex-
presses the extent of collapse as a percentage, according to the values in the range (1–5):
Score 1—100% of the staircase, Score 2—over 50% of the staircase, Score 3—50–21% of
the staircase, Score 4—20–1% of the staircase, and Score 5—collapse absent.

• The properties X741—wooden roof and X742—concrete roof connection to load-bearing
walls are evaluated on the basis of the S741 and S742 scores, which are assigned a value
in the range (1–3): Score 1—refurbishment or replacement, Score 2—repair and Score
3—repair.

• We evaluated the property X743—ineffective connection to load-bearing walls on the
basis of the S743 score, which is given a value in the range (1–4): Score 1—inefficient,
Score 2—sufficiently efficient, and Score 3—efficient. The properties X744—roof defor-
mations and X745—breaking of parts/water infiltrations, are evaluated on the basis
of the following scores, S744 and S745, which are assigned a value in the range (1–3):
Score 1—severe, Score 2—medium, Score 3—small, and Score 4—absent.

• The property X746—roof collapse is evaluated in terms of percentage extent based
on the S746 score, which is given a value in the range (1–6): Score 1—100% of the
roof (total collapse), Score 2—total collapse and the presence of temporary roof, Score
3—more than 50% of roof, Score 4—50–21% of the roof, Score 5—20–1% of the roof,
and Score 6—no collapse.

• The properties X751—stone round-arched portal, X753—stone round-arched portal
with fanlight, X755—door with a wooden lintel and stone jambs, X757—door with
a wooden lintel and brick jambs, X759—door with a wooden lintel and ashlar stone
jambs, X75−11—window with a wooden lintel and stone jambs, X75−13—window with
a wooden lintel and brick jambs, X75−15—window with a wooden lintel and ashlar
stone jambs, X75−17—concrete door frame, and X75−19—concrete window frame are
valued on the basis of their number (no.).

• The evaluation of properties X752—stone round-arched portal–state, X754—stone
round-arched portal with fanlight–state, X756—door with a wooden lintel and stone
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jambs–state, X758—door with a wooden lintel and brick jambs–state, X75−10—door
with a wooden lintel and ashlar stone jambs–state, X75−12—window with a wooden lin-
tel and stone jambs–state, X75−14—window with a wooden lintel and brick jambs–state,
X75−16—window with a wooden lintel and ashlar stone jambs–state, X75−18—concrete
door frame–state, and X75−20—concrete window frame–state, are related to the degree
of transformation based on the following scores: S752, S754, S756, S758, S75−10, S75−12,
S75−14, S75−16, S75−18, and S75−20, which are given a value in the range (1–4): Score
1—enlargement with beam insertion, Score 2—refurbishment, Score 3—repair, and
Score 4—original.

• Property X75−21—reduced lintel pertains to a constructive vulnerability detected in
the neighbourhood. It relates to the position of the openings placed near the masonry
lintel: the result is a very thin masonry portion that constitutes a weakening of the
masonry box at the top [131]. Therefore, the property is evaluated on the basis of
the S75−21 score, which is given a value in the range (1–2): Score 1—s < 70 and Score
2—s = 70 cm.

• The property X75−22—wooden lintel efficacy pertains to a constructive vulnerability
detected in the neighbourhood. It expresses the level of effectiveness evaluated on
the basis of the S75−22 score, which is given a value in the range (1–2): Score 1—not
effective and Score 2—effective.

• The property X75−23—infill of openings is evaluated in terms of extent with respect to
the total number of openings on the basis of the S75−23 score, to which a value in the
range (1–5) is assigned: Score 1—100% of openings, Score 2—over 50% of openings,
Score 3—50–21% of openings, Score 4—20–1% of openings, and Score 5—absent.

• The evaluation of the properties X761—stone balcony–state, X762—metal balcony–
state, X763—concrete balcony, X765—chimney–state, and X767—gutter–state depends
on the transformation conditions according to the building system detected. They are
evaluated based on the S761, S762, S763, S765, and S767 score, which are assigned a value
in the range (1–3): Score 1—refurbishment or replacement; Score 2—repair, and Score
3—original.

• The properties X764—balcony collapse, X766—chimney collapse, and X768—gutter
collapse, express extent of collapse as a percentage and are evaluated based on the
following scores S764, S766, and S768, which are assigned a value in the range (1–5):
Score 1—100% of the element, Score 2—over 50% of the element, Score 3—50–21% of
the element, Score 4—20–1% of the element, and Score 5 absent collapse absent.

• The properties X811—fair-faced masonry, X813—cement plaster, and X815—industrial
wall cladding, are evaluated in terms of percentage extent based on the following
scores S811, S813, and S815, which are assigned a value in the range (1–5): Score 1—100%
of the surface area, Score 2—over 50% of the surface area, Score 3—50–21% of the
surface area, Score 4—20–1% of the surface area, and Score 5—absent.

• The properties X812—traditional plaster and X814—traditional wall cladding, are eval-
uated in terms of percentage extent based on the following scores, S812 and S814, which
are given a value in the range (1–5): Score 1—absent, Score 2– 1–20% of the surface,
Score 3—21–50% of the surface, Score 4—over 50% of the surface, and Score 5—100%
of the surface.

• We evaluated the property X816—surface degradation with reference to the S816 score.
This is evaluated with reference to the range (1–4): Score 1—severe, Score 2—medium,
Score 3—slight, and Score 4—absent.

• The properties X821—stone architraves, X823—plaster architraves, X825—moulded
stone architraves, X827—cement plaster architraves, X829—stone quoins, X829—stone
quoins, and X82−13—cornice moulding are expressed in terms of their number (no.).

• The evaluation of properties X822—stone architraves–state, X824—Plaster architraves–
state, X826—moulded stone architraves–state, X828—cement plaster architraves–state,
X82−10—stone quoins–state, X82−12—stone corbels–state, and X82−14—cornice moulding–
state, are related to the degree of transformation based on the following scores: S822,
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S824, S826, S828, S82−10, S82−12, and S82−14, which are given a value in the range (1–3):
Score 1— replacement, Score 2—repair, and Score 3—original.

• The property X82−15—surface degradation of the decoration is evaluated with refer-
ence to the S82−15 score, which is given a value in the range (1–4): Score 1—severe,
Score 2—medium, Score 3—slight, and Score 4—absent.

• The properties X831—doors–wooden fixtures, X833—doors–wooden fixtures, X835—
doors–wooden fixtures, X837—garage openings with metal shutters, X839—windows–
metal fixtures, X83−11—doors–pvc fixtures, and X83−13—windows–pvc fixtures, are
expressed in terms of their number (no.).

• The evaluation of properties X832—doors–wooden fixtures–state, X834—doors–wooden
fixtures–state, X836—doors–metal fixtures–state, X838—garage openings with metal
shutters–state, X83−10—windows–metal fixtures–state, X83−12—doors–pvc fixtures–
state, and X83−14—Doors–pvc fixtures–state is related to the degree of transformation
based on the following scores: S832, S834, S836, S838, S83−10, S83−12, and S83−14, which
are assigned a value in the range (1–3): Score 1—replacement, Score 2—repair, and
Score 3—original.

• The property X83−15—superficial degradation of exterior fixtures is evaluated with
reference to the S83−15 score, and is assigned a value in the range (1–4): Score 1—severe,
Score 2—medium, Score 3—slight, and Score 4—absent.

• The properties X911—oven/brazier, X913—washstand, X915—wall niche with shelves,
X917—feed trough, are expressed in terms of the number (no.).

• The evaluation of properties X912—oven/brazier–state, X914—washstand–state, X916—
washstand–state, and X918—feed trough–state is related to the degree of transforma-
tion based on the following scores: S912, S914, S916, and Si918, which are assigned a
value in the range (1–2): Score 1—repair and Score 2—original.

• The properties X921—alcove, X923—reed and plaster partitions, X925—cave are ex-
pressed in terms of the number (no.).

• The evaluation of properties X922—alcove–state, X924—reed and plaster partitions–
state, and X926—cave–state is related to the degree of transformation based on the
following scores: S922, S924, and S926, which are assigned a value in the range (1–2):
Score 1—repair and Score 2—original.

5.2. Query Models: First Experiences

At this stage of the study, we developed two different types of queries. The first are
simple and instrumental in measuring, highlighting, and mapping certain properties based
on their ratings. The other queries are more complex: they required specific analyses to
characterize the relationship system between the properties.

For example, with regard to the first type of query, we referred to the relationships
expressed in Equation (1). The database query is therefore aimed at supporting the typolog-
ical analysis by quantifying, in terms of percentages, some characteristics of the BUi of the
Granfonte neighbourhood with reference to the properties X211—period of construction,
X215 − BUi position related to the slope, X216—ground level junction, and X411—state
of use.

With reference to the period of construction, the results of these queries showed that
92.85% of the BUi are buildings that already existed in 1878, 4.42% can be dated to the
period 1878–1918, and 2.04% can be traced to the period 1819–1945. Finally, 0.34% of the
BUi can refer to the construction period 1945–1960 and the same percentage refers to the
period 1961–1970 (Figure 10a). With reference to the BUi position related to the slope, the
results show that 77.89% of the BUi are arranged in parallel position to the slope, while
22.11% of them are arranged in perpendicular position to the slope (Figure 10b). On ground
level junction, it is shown that 38.44% of the BUi are settled on a substantial slope, 42.52%
on a steep slope, and 19.05% on a moderate slope (Figure 10c). Furthermore, on the state
of use, it is shown that 41.16% of the BUi are abounded, 4.75% are empty, 3.40% have a
different use than their original use, and 50.68% are still in use (Figure 10d).
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Figure 10. Querying the model on some characteristics of the building units in the neighbourhood:
(a) about period of construction; (b) about BUi position related to the slope; (c) about BUi position
related to the slope; and (d) about state of use.

More complex queries allow us to define the levels of transformation of building
units by detecting those BUi that, having not undergone major alterative processes, have
preserved marked characters of permanence, integrity, and authenticity. Indeed, the recog-
nition of such values remains central to the methodological path of conservation, as it
relates to future strategic and operational choices by serving as a bridge between the
knowledge and design phases [151].

To return an aggregate index measuring the degree of transformation and loss of
integrity, properties were selected that relate to the level of transformation of the building
unit and building components (Table 1).

For each of the 48 selected criteria properties, weights were calculated using the
Entropy Weight Method, and based on the formula proposed in Equation (2), an aggregate
ITIi index is estimated.

The estimated aggregate ITIi index has been normalized. Based on the estimated
quartiles of the index ITIi , it is possible to classify the BUi with reference to four levels and
modulating the level of transformation and loss of integrity into low, medium, medium-
high and high.

The first quartile identifies the high level of ITI , and includes BUi that have undergone
significant transformative processes with the definitive loss of original building elements
and systems. Generally, in such units the distributional layout has been totally changed or
appears compromised. The BUi that fall into this class are 11.90 %.
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Table 1. The properties selected to define the ITi index.

Class First Level Properties Second Level Properties

X21—Typological
characteristics

X217—Plan changes

X2172—Contemporary Unification

X2173—Partition

X2174—Plan changes

X2175—Degree of
densification

X218—Elevation changes

X219—B uilding replacement

X61—Facade layout

X61−29—Opening arrangement front 1

X61−30—Opening arrangement front 2

X61−31—Opening arrangement front 3

X61−32—Opening arrangement front 4

X72—Floors

X721—Wooden floor

X722—M etal floor

X724—Wooden loft

X725—Wooden mezzanine

X727—Metal mezzanine

X728—Vault

X73—Internal vertical connections

X731—Staircase in the barrel vault

X732—Wooden staircase with rungs

X733—Steps carved into the rock

X735—Metal staircase

X74—Roofs X741—Wooden roof

X75—Openings

X752—Stone round arched portal–state

X754—Stone round arched portal with
fanlight–state

X756—Door with a wooden lintel and
stone jambs–state

X758—Door with a wooden lintel and
brick jambs–state

X75−10—Door with a wooden lintel and
ashlar stone jambs–state

X75−12—Window with a wooden lintel
and stone jambs–state

X75−14—Window with a wooden lintel
and brick jambs–state

X75−16—Window with a wooden lintel
and ashlar stone jambs–state

X76—Protruding
volumes/elements

X761—Stone balcony–state

X762—Metal balcony–state

X765—Chimney–state

X766—Chimney collapse

X767—Gutter -state
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Table 1. Cont.

Class First Level Properties Second Level Properties

X82—Facade and
openings decoration

X822—Stone architraves–state

X824—Plaster architraves–state

X826—Moulded Stone architraves–state

X828—Cement architraves–state

X82−10—Stone quoins–state

X82−12—Stone corbels– state

X82−14—Cornice moulding–state

X83—External fixtures
X832—Doors–wooden fixtures–state

X834—Doors–wooden fixtures–state

X91—Historical
furnishings

X912—Oven/brazier–state

X914—Washstand–state

X916—Wall niche with shelves–state

X92—Internal
partitions X924—Reed and plaster partitions– state

The second quartile corresponds to a medium-high level of ITI , and refers to the
BUi that have undergone significant transformations of original structures and elements
compared to their original condition. Significant losses of original building elements and
systems as well as alterative transformations can be detected. The 38.10% of BUi fall into
this class.

In the third quartile, relative to the medium level of ITI , belong the BUi that have
undergone partial transformations of original structures and elements. Minor losses and
partially compatible transformations can be detected. The BUi that fall into this class are
24.83%.

The fourth quartile identifies a low level of ITI , and includes the BUi that conserve
original characteristics, structures and elements of the local building tradition. Some
elements may have undergone minor modifications or transformations to be considered
compatible. The 25.17% of BUi fall into this class.

Figure 11 highlights the distribution of the ITI index in the Granfonte neighbourhood
by highlighting the areas that have retained their character of authenticity.

In order to define a query aimed at highlighting for BUi their overall level of degrada-
tion, the properties shown in Table 2 were selected.

For each of the 26 selected criteria properties, weights were calculated using the
Entropy Weight Method and based on the formula proposed in Equation (2) and an
aggregate index IDi is estimated.

The estimated aggregate IDi index was normalized. Based on the estimated quartiles
of the IDi index, it is possible to classify the BUi based on four levels of degradation, namely
low, medium, medium-high, and high.

The first quartile identifies a high level of IDi , and includes the BUi affected by severe
degradation. Considering the results obtained in a previous study on ruderization in the
neighbourhood, it is possible to refine this level by distinguishing the buildings in a state
of overt ruin, conventionally attributed to buildings that present the collapse of at least 50%
of the roof. The remaining buildings characterised by a high IDi present severe structural
failures of the load-bearing elements and partial collapses. The elevations show marked
forms of degradation with significant gaps.
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Table 2. The properties selected to define the IDi index.

Class First Level Properties

X71—Elevation walls

X716—Level of contiguity to ruins

X717—Surface degradation

X718—Masonry slackening

X719—Non-structural cracks

X71−10—Through-wall crack

X71−11—Out of plumb

X71−12—Expelled wall surface (cornerstones, wall
covers)

X71−13—Material disintegration

X71−14—Walls collapse

X72—Floors

X729—Connection to load-bearing walls

X72−10—Floor deformations

X72−11—Breaking of parts

X72−12—Floor collapse

X73—Internal vertical connections X736—Staircase collapse

X74—Roofs

X743—Ineffective connection to load-bearing walls

X745—Roof deformations

X746—Breaking of parts/water infiltrations

and X747—Roof collapse

X75—Openings X75−21—Reduced lintel

X75−22—Wooden lintel efficacy

X76—Protruding volumes/elements

X764—Balcony collapse

X766—Chimney collapse

X768—Gutter collapse

X81—Exterior cladding
and finishes X816—Surface degradation

X82—Facade and openings decoration X82−15—Surface degradation of the decoration

X83—External fixtures X83−15—Superficial degradation of exterior fixtures.
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In the second quartile, which identifies a medium-high level of IDi , belong the BUi
that present moderate structural disruptions with significant collapse of non-load-bearing
elements. There are partial gaps in the elevations and moderate forms of degradation.

The third quartile identifies a medium level of IDi and includes the units affected by
medium and slight deterioration. The units show moderate structural deterioration with
partial collapse of non-load bearing elements. There are partial gaps in the elevations and
mild forms of degradation.

The fourth quartile identifies a low level of IDi and includes structurally sound build-
ings with punctual forms of decay.

The BUi falling in the low IDi class are 23.83%, those falling in the medium class are
24.83%, those falling in the medium-high class are 26.53%, and those falling in the high
class are 24.81%. Overall, the BUi that fall in the medium-high and high classes of IDi are
50.34%,

Figure 12 highlights the distribution of the IDi index in the Granfonte neighbourhood,
highlighting the areas where the BUi are most degraded.

In a previous study [16], we analysed the phenomenon of ruination for the Granfonte
neighbourhood. In particular, a prediction model for ruination was defined in order to
highlight the BUi most exposed to the risk of ruderization.

In this research, based on the results we obtained in the previous study, we defined a
query to highlight the BUi most exposed to the risk of ruderization and those exposed to
the risk of ruderization contagion.

In this case, the relationships between the properties are defined based on the regres-
sors of the implemented multivariate regression model. This multivariate regression model
was implemented on the dependent variable ruination level and the independent variables,
i.e., drivers of ruination (see previous publications for more details).

Figure 13 proposes a comparison between the ruination of BUi in the current state for
the Granfonte neighbourhood and the prediction scenario.
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6. Discussion

The definition of a new cognitive model is developed from the axiological perspective
of the heritage components of historical centres to identify values and/or dis-values. Our
proposal had as its reference point the new Risk Map system of the Ministry of Culture for
the protection of historic centres [81].

The adopted parameters concerning the interpretation and evaluation of transforma-
tion deserve particular attention. Repeating what has already been defined in the Risk
Map, transformation “does not refer to the concept of the ‘original state’ of the property, an
abstract and realistic idea more so about the factories in the historic centres, nor to a preju-
dicial stance on the appropriateness of new additions to the historic fabric. Rather, it aims
to deal pragmatically with the problem of the physical—and frequently also perceptual—
compatibility of the replacements made on buildings, especially from the post-war period
to the present” [1] (p. 128). Our proposal adopts this assumption, distinguishing the
compatible and coherent stratifications from those considered alterative of the structural,
formal, and material configuration. This criterion has guided the analysis of diachronic
mutations to identify the transformative and alterative processes of the urban fabric and
building typology. Likewise, concerning the analysis of building components, the criterion
for the distinction of the categories original, repair, renovation, or replacement was func-
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tionally adopted to measure the degrees of authenticity of building elements and systems
as well as the degree of compatibility with the pre-existing structure. We find this approach
in the domain X7—building component analysis, in which the evaluation of certain proper-
ties related to classes X71—elevation walls, X72—floors, X73—internal vertical connection,
X74—foofs, X75—openings X76—protruding volumes/elements is based on the attribution
of a score related to the extent of transformation.

A new development compared to the Risk Map is the introduction of collapse proper-
ties for the different classes of components and building elements. This property became
necessary given the precarious state of preservation of many building units in the district.
The collapse was assessed in terms of extent, a useful finding both to highlight the extent
of the risks in terms of safety and the use of the neighbourhood and to allow the evolution
of the ruination process to be studied in detail.

Furthermore, even though the cognitive model has as a minimum unit of analysis the
BUi of the Granfonte district, it was deemed necessary to introduce some instrumental
specifications to characterise the type of interaction between contiguous units. These con-
cerned the class X71—elevation walls, regarding the properties X714—no. of shared walls
contiguous to BU, X715—no. of floors with contiguous to ruins, and X716—level of contigu-
ity to ruins. This is a knowledge contribution that appears essential to define the structural
contiguity linked to the aggregative modes typical of historical masonry architecture. This
is a cognitive input that appears essential to define the structural contiguity linked to the
aggregative modalities typical of historical wall architectures. This indication can support
analyses aimed at specifying the dynamics of ongoing ruination, making explicit the degree
of future exposure to this phenomenon, which also depends on the type of interaction with
the contiguous unit and the degree of proximity to a ruin [16].

The structure of the model is based on the definition of domains, classes, proper-
ties, and the assessment of value attributions to the different properties. This provided
structured and extended knowledge for the entire neighbourhood, with a total of 294 BUi
censuses. This work has therefore made it possible to collect enough information for each
building unit, ensuring a homogeneous representation of knowledge.

Following the compilation of the database, it is worth dwelling on a few aspects
relating to the survey activities. Within the framework of ontologies, this model represents
a tool to support the cognitive process that is developed with the disciplinary methodologies
based on the critical reading of the materiality of the historical built environment. Based
on what has already been prepared for the Risk Map, the structure of the model draws
on the culture of architectural restoration and envisages a system of pre-established items
and parameters. In this sense, the provision of a closed vocabulary of predefined headings
helps to reduce “the interpretive possibilities of the surveyor” [1] (p. 114), contributing to
providing a framework of knowledge that is as objective as possible.

The nature of the tool therefore has implications related to the figures involved in
the survey and compilation. By analogy with the information systems already existing
in the heritage field, these activities should be entrusted to operators with specialised
competence in the field of building analysis [137]. Indeed, the management of the tool
requires full awareness of the entire conservation process and the role of the knowledge
and interpretation phases for future conservation choices.

The necessary work is undoubtedly a time-consuming complex process that can be
accomplished with several data collection campaigns. However, the requirement of a
specialist compiler ensures not only the reliability of the data but also greater efficiency in
the work.

The study proposed some relationship systems between the classes substantiated by
evaluations of their instrumental properties to develop some queries. Simple instructions
represent relationships that allow the quantification of the level of certain properties
of particular interest. Complex instructions are aimed at extracting information about
some specific phenomena that can be arrived at based on specific statistical or multi-
criteria analyses.
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In this study, we developed simple queries to highlight and map some properties of
the BUi of the Granfonte neighbourhood, in particular, by way of example, those for the
properties X21—period of construction, X25 − BUi layout related to the slope proportions,
X26—ground level junction, and X41—state of use.

The results of these queries confirmed the permanence of 19th century building: the
quantitative data from the model show that 273 building units existed in 1878. Interesting
results also emerge from the model regarding the type of slope and the location of the
building unit: the orthogonal location, with the front parallel to the slope, is the most
common; additionaly, the two cases of the types on a medium slope and steep slope are
the most common, which is consistent with the orographic nature of the site on which
the district is located. The analysis of the state of use highlights the partially abandoned
condition of the district: in fact, abandoned dwellings account for about half of the total.

In this study, we also developed complex queries based on the definition of aggregate
indices ITI and ID. The first index measures the degree of transformation and loss of
integrity of the BUi to highlight the degree of transformation and permanence of the
neighbourhood’s built heritage. The result obtained from this analysis is significant and
offers an overall assessment of the current situation.

In fact, despite the alteration and decay processes that have affected some areas, 50% of
the units fall into the low and medium ITI classes, corresponding to the building units that
have undergone fewer transformations while preserving more permanent characteristics.
This figure concretises the qualities and values of the neighbourhood in which marked
characters of local specificity are still preserved. This result opens a reflection on the tools
and methods to be put in place to ensure the conservation of this heritage.

The complex queries made it possible to specify the conservation status of BUi through
the definition of an aggregate ID index. In summary, the analysis revealed that the units
falling into the medium-high and high classes of ID, with more significant forms of degra-
dation, amounted to 50.34%. This figure highlights the district’s state of profound decay
and is strongly connected to the district’s condition of partial abandonment, shedding
light on the extent of the effects of its persistence on the built environment. In addition
to predictable forms of deterioration, such as those related to finishes and fixtures, the
presence of numerous total or partial collapses of projecting elements and volumes, such as
balconies and eaves overhangs, appears particularly alarming. In addition to the critical
issues related to the risk of loss of this heritage, the result highlights a general condition of
insecurity for those inhabitants still living in the neighbourhood.

The model and the queries proposed in this study represent an initial experimentation,
which can be further developed to achieve the instrumental resemantization process for the
planning of interventions aimed at protection and conservation, but also for the valorisation
and definition of strategies for the revitalisation of the built heritage of the historical centres
in the inland areas that are being abandoned. The proposed cognitive structure can be
further developed with the integration of domains and systems of relations between classes.
For example, to be able to update the data collected and monitor the built heritage over
time, the model is suitable to the implementation of a new datasheet. Such integration
would make it possible to conduct a diachronic and comparative reading on the state of the
built heritage, highlighting the greatest risks of loss through the evaluation of the level of
progress of transformation and decay.

A future line of this research may be directed towards developing new domains, such
as those of the analysis of the types of interventions and the analysis of the costs and
benefits/revenues of instrumental interventions to meet the need for the technical and
economic feasibility of the interventions. For the analysis of the types of interventions,
classes of interventions, properties and related evaluations can be defined. Furthermore,
a new relation system involving the new classes and the previously defined classes may
be defined to identify conditional rules to allocate the BUi in clusters for the different
intervention classes and to support the technical feasibility of the interventions.
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For the cost–benefit analysis, classes of costs and benefits/revenues and their proper-
ties can be defined [152–157]. A new system of relationships may involve the new classes
together with the original classes and properties, leading to queries aimed at verifying
economic feasibility.

Further developments of the knowledge model can integrate further domains, such
as the Decision Support System, in which new classes and properties could integrate
preferential structures of different stakeholders, including the community living in these
historical centres [158–170]. In this perspective, it will be necessary to develop new and
more articulated systems of relationships encompassing all domain classes to identify
scenarios and support the choice of interventions.

These further developments could lead to the definition of a complete and codified tool
to support administrations in the short and long-term planning of intervention priorities,
and to manage and monitor the conditions of the built environment in coherence with the
now widely recognised importance of these phases within the broader framework of actions
for the protection of historic centres [171]. This support of an operational nature appears
indispensable, especially to accompany knowledge processes in small and medium-sized
municipalities that lack adequate financial, organisational, and human resources.

The proposed model can be framed within the framework of ontologies supporting the
structured knowledge of the area’s heritage and is instrumental in favouring that process
of resemantization aimed at promoting its protection, conservation, and valorisation.

We developed this model for the built heritage of the historic centres undergoing
abandonment in inland areas. This is a general tool that looks towards new declinations
and integrations to support the structured knowledge of the built heritage of historic centres
in contexts different from the one analysed in this study.

7. Conclusions

In the framework of the strategies of the SNAI areas, the planning of interventions
involving historical centres should promote the convergence between the development
objectives of local economies and those of the protection, conservation, and valorisation
of the fragile heritage of inland areas exposed to the risk of progressive decay and to
uncontrolled or summarily assessed transformations.

To pursue this convergence, the processes underlying these strategies should favour
a reinterpretation of the residual values that characterise the contexts in question. In the
perspective of an axiological approach to the built heritage of the historical centres of
inland areas, it is possible to define a resematization of values on the condition that their
detection stems from adequate knowledge and is therefore conducted based on a rigorous
cognitive model. The synergy between disciplinary sectors such as restoration and quantity
surveying can support the development of a model that pursues these aims.

This research proposed a cognitive model, developed in Excel, of the built heritage
of the historic district of Granfonte in Leonforte (Enna). The model has a hierarchical
structure characterised by five levels. The first level defines the domain and includes the
analyses on the built heritage −Xi, the second level identifies the classes characterising the
analysis domain, i.e., the building components and the building characteristics −Xij , the
third level represents the properties of the classes −Xijk

, the fourth level further specifies
the properties in a second level −Xijkα

, and the fifth level is instrumental in assigning value
to the properties.

The knowledge model identifies the basic information content about the built heritage
of the Granfonte district, with a total of 294 BUi surveyed. The cvs-format database of class
properties and their assessments, with the aid of QGis, enabled the creation of thematic
maps that support knowledge representation and spatial analysis on an urban scale.

The queries, which identify specific relationships between classes, allow the knowl-
edge model to be queried and information on building units to be extracted from the
database. In this study, queries supported by simple instructions were developed to quan-
tify certain properties of particular interest, e.g., by calculating percentages of BUi with
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specific properties. Queries supported by more complex instructions, on the other hand,
are defined by a real system of relationships between properties, supported by specific
statistical or multi-criteria analyses. These queries were developed with the intention of
defining the two aggregate indices ID and ITI: the first defines the state of decay of the
neighbourhood’s building units, the second assesses their level of transformation and loss
of integrity. These results have made it possible to specify the current condition of the
built environment, threatened on the one hand by the spread of the state of decay and on
the other by repeated transformations that are very often inconsistent with the vernacular
characteristics of the settlement. The queries have therefore supported the cognitive and
interpretative phases of the built environment analysis, acting as a useful tool in view
of future actions that consider the qualities of the built fabric and the characteristics of
the settlement.

Our proposal can be framed within the framework of ontologies supporting heritage
knowledge and is instrumental in fostering the process of the recognition of residual values
and resemantization aimed at promoting their conservation. This model can be used to
further integrations and possible declinations and applications to different contexts. Further
developments could lead to the definition of a complex and codified tool to support future
planning and decision-making phases of interventions on the built heritage.
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Hierarchical structure of the proposed knowledge model.
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